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Zinc Statuettes of Cornelius
Baker
Grissom
ting of zinc statuettes in the United States was pioneered around 1853 by the Philadelphia-based Cornelius and Baker,
argest gas-fixture company in the country. The technique permitted three-dimensional castings suitable for chandeliers,
ps, and mantel decorations to be quickly and inexpensively made. Imitation-bronze paint made the dull gray metal
were acquired by a number of important collections,
’s early domestic “bronzes”—genre figures, copies of
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g the White House (in 1859). Outside of this, the company
atuettes, reductions of antique statues, and American subjects

HE PHILADELPHIA firm of Cornelius and
Baker was renowned during the mid-
nineteenth century for high-quality lighting
its pioneering role in casting the then-novel
nc, however, has been largely unnoticed.1 By
e company not only produced decorations
deliers in zinc, but it used a new method for
ing that employed metal molds, known as
sting. By this means, it could make three-
ional replicas more quickly and at much
ost than by the predominant sand-casting
ue of the period.
r the next two decades, the firm used the
sting technique to produce the zinc statu-
at are the subject of this article. The most
wn statuette, a 2-foot-high version of Clark
ver-life-size Andrew Jackson on Horseback, is
n the collections of major American mu-
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are little known.

pany records for Cornelius and Baker are
, in consequence, well-provenienced statu-
primary sources. Census records, catalogs
itions at the Franklin Institute, two Corne-
Sons trade catalogs, and business histories
further information about the company’s
ary paintings provide evidence of the statu-
ace in the period’s art and taste.

tues in Europe and the United States

tory of zinc casting of works of art, their
d techniques of fabrication are vital to un-

ding Cornelius and Baker’s contribution to
ting and contextualizing its statuettes. Zinc
und abundantly throughout the world, but
r smelting was successful in Europe during
teenth century did the gray-colored zinc
one of the least expensive of all metals.2

the first decade of the nineteenth century,
inc into sheets created a product useful for
, which led to the distinctive gray skyline of

this day. At first, however, zinc supplies ex-
demand to the point that in 1825, a prize
red by a Prussian industry association for

late date for zinc smelting can be accounted for by the
inc does not occur in nature as a metal and is difficult to
inc ore. Themetal vaporizes at a lower temperature than
red to break down zinc ore, so that a method of capturing
nsing the vapor has to be used to produce metal.
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s of themetal.3 Sculpture would prove to be
hese uses. Zinc melts at a much lower tem-
e than other statuary metals such as bronze
, and it can be joined using ordinary lead-tin
Fabrication of statues in zinc could thus be
out at far lower cost than for other metals.
rations designed by the influential Prussian
chitect Karl Friedrich Schinkel for the St.
s Church in Potsdam are the first confirmed
astings in zinc (1832; fig. 1).5 Schinkel was
ed in zinc as a new material, but the savings
statues offered alsomade themattractive for
ration of buildings constructed for the parsi-
s Prussian monarch Friedrich Wilhelm III.
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melts at 419°C compared with 850–1,000°C for bronze
h as 1,539°C for iron.
ne Hierath, “Künstlerischer Zinkguss im 19. Jahrhundert
,” inMaterial undMöglichkeit: Zinkguss des 19. Jahrhunderts
(Potsdam: Stiftung Preussische Schlösser und Gärten
ndenburg, 1997), 4–30. It has been claimed that fabrica-
earliest artworks made of zinc in the Western world, no-
st of Louis XVIII displayed by Malpas at an exposition in
works by David d’Angers, occurred in France. Ophélie
a sculpturemonumentale en zinc,”Histoire de l’art 57 (Oc-
5): 93–104. However, while David d’Angers wrote that his
ius Quirinus Visconti (1820), now in the collection of the
Beaux Arts in Angers, was made of zinc, analysis has
ead that it is composed principally of lead. Carol A. Grissom,
Report forDavid d’Angers’sBust of Ennius Quirinus Visconti,”
an Center for Materials Research and Education (now
m Conservation Institute), Report no. 5944, December
Other works said to be made of zinc, such as David
s Crucifixion (1820) on the façade of the Cathedral at
ve not been analyzed as far as is known, but it seems likely
re also made mostly of lead. Friedrich Kobler, “Über Zink
uss,” in Zinkguss, ed. Peter Mottner and Martin Mach,
fte des Bayerischen Landesamtes für Denkmalpflege 98
Bayerisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege, 1999), 16–49.
duction in zinc was not significant in France, but a few exam-
und on the Petit Palais (1900) in Paris, featured in Ferlier’s
a more extensive text: Ophélie Ferlier, “La sculpture mon-
en zinc à la fin du XIXe siècle, les artistes, les fondeurs, les
s de mise en oeuvre, la conservation, à partir d’un exemple:
sculptésde la couvertureduPetit Palais àParis,”Monographie
logie de l’Ecole du Louvre, 2004.
Devaranne, Zinkguss Arbeiten nach Entwürfen und Modellen
aumeister, Bildhauer und Zeichner unserer Zeit; so wie nach
ulturen und älteren und neueren Kunstwerken geformt und aus-
der Zinkgiesserei für Kunst und Gewerbe, catalog, vols. 1–6
. Sachse, 1845–47); Moritz Geiss, Zinkguss-Ornamente nach
en von Schinkel, Stüler, Persius, Schadow, Strack, Knoblauch,
nderen, catalog, vols. 1–21 (Berlin: Lüderitz, 1841–52);
Architektonische und plastische Verziernungen, Ornamente,
räthe, Statuen und Skulturen nach Zeichnungen Stüler, Persius,
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atuary like the Borghese Gladiators (fig. 2),
neoclassical statues such asAntonioCanova’s
d prominent commissions, such as the eigh-
ures modeled by Ernst Rietschel for the
nt of the Berlin Opera House (1844).7

erlin, life-size statues made of zinc were cast
adapting themethodology employed there
ything from iron cannon to the iron cross
war heroes and delicate filigreed jewelry
f iron.8 Sand casting involves making im-
ns of a model in sand to create negative
nto which molten metal is poured to repli-
model. The molding process was relatively
ated for a three-dimensional statue cast in
ce or only a few pieces, as was more or less
ry for higher-melting statuary metals like
d bronze until the advent of welding at the
he nineteenth century. Molds had to be la-
ly made from sand in sections (known as
olds) in order to be able to free the model
e sand without damaging its impressions.
tively, a wooden model carved from many
pieces could be intricately assembled in
such a way that it could be safely disas-
without damaging its impressions. Robert

s 15-foot-high cast-iron statue of Henry Clay
for example, was cast whole from a model
sing 150 wooden pattern pieces.9 In addi-

Winterthur Portfolio 46:1
ethermaking piecemolds or using a wooden
a core had to bemade in order to produce a
casting.

Monumenten in Zinkguss ausgeführt von F. Kahle, in Potsdam,
ls. 1–3 (Berlin: n.p., 1856); F. Kahle and Sohn, Architektonische
en, Ornamente und Skulpturen aus dem Modell-Lager der
Waaren—Fabrik von F. Kahle & Sohn in Potsdam, catalog,
ter 1871).
erican-made copies of the Borghese Gladiators were avail-
J. L. Mott Iron Works and M. J. Seelig and Co., although
les have been located. A copy of Canova’s Hebe re-
ay in the Schlosspark at Neustrelitz in Germany. Nicola
Berliner Zinkguss des 19. Jahrhunderts, Katalog,” in
chäden anZinkskulpturen,BerlinerBeiträge zurArchäometrie
: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 1997), 334–35. At least five
-made copies of the statue in zinc were placed atop
in the United States, although none are extant. Carol
, Zinc Sculpture in America, 1850 to 1950 (Newark: Univer-

laware Press, 2009), 301–3. Statues for the pediment of
House were cast by Geiss and remain in place today on
Linden, Berlin’s premiere boulevard. Formore informa-
erlin-made statues, see Sabine Hierath, Berliner Zinkguss:
und Bildkunst im 19 Jahrhundert (Cologne: Letter Stiftung,
sgen, “Berliner Zinkguss,” 319–487.
ek E. Ostergard and Elisabeth Schmuttermeier, eds., Cast
entral Europe, 1800–1850 (New York: BardGraduate Cen-
dies in the Decorative Arts, 1994).
. Hinckley, “A Day at the Ornamental Ironworks of
od,” Godey’s Lady’s Book 46 ( July 1853): 5–12. The statue
top a column in Pottstown, PA.
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hinkel,model byAugustKiss; (4) Bench
Ornamente nachZeichnungen vonSchinkel,
7 (Berlin: Lüderitz, 1844), plate 4.
tuettes of Cornelius and Baker 27
g to form the statue, and paint was applied
ise the soldered joins.

mainly for slush casting heads of figures and zinc patterns
sting the largest portions of statues. JosephWarren Fiske III,
tue Patterns,” unpublished manuscript, June 6, 1975. He
th cast-ironmolds and zincpatterns inhis personal collection.
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statues for the US market.11 In other cities

e Royal Foundry cast at least forty-three different statues
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12 Ibid
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d the Scandinavian capitals.12 Because of

to the Charlottenberg Palace, Berlin,
Winterthur Portfolio 46:1
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J. L.Mott IronWorks, Illustrated Catalogue of Statuary, Fountains,
ettees, etc., for Parks Gardens and Conservatories (New York: Slater,
preface.Many ofMott’s and Seelig’s statues are the samemod-
hose produced by the German zinc foundries. Four copies of
Amazon were examined: at Schloss Fantasie in Donndorf,
ny; in the garden of a private home in Augsburg, Germany;
grounds of the ill-fated Prince Maximilian’s Miramare at
, now in Italy; and in most detail at Armsmear, the home
unmagnate Samuel Colt inHartford. These were compared
American-made copy at the Shelton Historical Society in
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sculptural decoration and monuments but
the far more significant resources and
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e early years of the United States, public
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mported or carved in stone or wood. It was
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ills’s Andrew Jackson on Horseback—sand cast
culptor himself between 1848 and 1853.13

e domestic art metal industry was in its in-
hen, in 1852, a low-relief zinc casting was
d at the Castle Garden Fair in New York by
ntly immigrated sculptor Moritz J. Seelig
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on, for the two-fold reason that no similar
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uperior to the usual ones.”14
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n won first prize for Geiss at the Crystal Palace Exhibition
in 1851, and it was much publicized in exhibition liter-
statue was then exhibited at the Crystal Palace Exhibi-
w York in 1853–54, where it was destroyed by fire. An
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ly identical measurements and details for
-made Amazon statues and an American-
py sold by the J. L. Mott Iron Works. Mott
to have spared no expense in acquiring
in Europe, and M. J. Seelig and Co. almost
y cast the statues forMott.16 Seelig’s foundry
ventually produce the majority of life-size
tues for purveyors in the New York area,
y those sold by Mott but also J. W. Fiske
liam Demuth and Co.17

earliest extant zinc statues in the United
re a life-size Benjamin Franklin placed on
klin Lyceum in Providence in 1858 (fig. 4)
-thirds-life-size figures placed on the Swain
edger) Building in Philadelphia that same

Swain Building statues included the same
n Franklin as on the Franklin Lyceum (but
in size), a George Washington, and—suitable

29
ic have yet to be located for direct comparison.
nyMott and Fiske catalogs have survived, especially in the
s of the Library of Congress, Winterthur Library, the New
ic Library, the Smithsonian Institution Libraries, and the
anMuseum of Art Print Study Room. For lists and locations
talogs, see Grissom, Zinc Sculpture, 631–35, 648–52. An im-
muth catalog in the collection of the Library of Congress is
g pages showing statues, but fortunately they are repro-
rederick Fried’s Artists in Wood (New York: Clarkson N.
70), 32–61.
e over 6-foot-high statue of Franklin is now located at the
ank in Providence, along with a $300 receipt for the
statue written by a representative of the cast-iron entre-
ames Bogardus. J. P. Morgan gave a copy of this same
Vassar College, now in front of the Henry M. Sanders
y of Physics. The 6-foot-high statue is illustrated in the
log of Janes, Kirtland, and Co., and both sizes are listed
. Seelig and Co. catalog of 1876. Two copies each of four
od on the Swain Building in Philadelphia until 1952,
building was demolished to make way for the Mall, now
ndependence Park. One of each figure type from the Swain
now in the collection of the Free Library of Philadelphia.
yle and Carol Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in America: The
e of James Bogardus (New York: Norton, 1998), 181–84,
ond copy of theWashington from the collection of the late
. Gregory was likely from the Swain Building, since it
p a square cast-iron plate like statues at the Free Library;
at auction in 1979 (Sotheby Parke Bernet Sale no. 4209,
, 1979). A third copy ofWashington in a private collection
gton, DC, instead stands on a zinc plate.
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lff,Capitol Builder, 135, 234–35. In April andMay of 1855,
had the head of the Capitol’s foundry Federico Casali
e and a lizard in zinc. Ibid., 265, 267.
shield and associated weapons at the center of the chan-

e cast in brass, but other sculptural decorations, such as
on either side of the shield, were slush cast in zinc, which
ad a bronze finishwhennew.Amore elaborate chandelier
quired by the US Senate features figures that may be asso-
crusaders or Richard Coeur de Lion.
lff, Capitol Builder, 280.
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e from the slushy character of the cooling
s it is poured out. For millennia, a similar
has been used for casting plaster and coat-
ds with wax during lost-wax casting. Its prior

nc and brass; H. 41 . (Collection of Daniel W.
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ian Institution.)
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metal casting, however, was limited mainly
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Salmon, Art du potier d’étain (Paris: Moutard, 1788), 62,
lmon’s illustration is reprinted in Ledlie Irwin Laughlin,
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In 1878, e.g., there were 1,200–1,300 workmen at seventy-
mpanies producing around 9 million articles. Exposition uni-
internationale de 1878 à Paris, Catalogue official (Paris: Imprimerie
ale, 1878), 2:196. As many as 80 percent of the candelabra
atuettes made by the Parisian firm of J. Boy are said to have
xported. Bernard Metman, “Répertoire des fondeurs du
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med chandeliers and other elements of
fixtures.47 Not only did the molds have to
erly divided to allow the zinc casting to be
ithout being caught by undercuts, but pre-
ing together of the molds was desirable to
ze finishing at mold junctures (parting
fter casting. The molds had to be made of
with a higher melting point than zinc, but
e no records indicating whatmetal Cornelius
er employed. Brass seems most likely, how-
ce it was easy to finish and used formolding
uettes made by the Ansonia Clock Company
;more tedious-to-finish cast ironwas used for
ske’s slush-casting molds for statue parts.48

ade, metal molds produced excellent detail
ificantly reduced the amount of time that
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us, copies could be reproduced quickly and
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apness of the immitation [sic] bronze. It is
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only in sand moulds, hence the process is
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Parisian slush-castingmolds were “very costly” is noted by
ed., Art Industry: Metal-Work (London: Virtue, 1878), 37.
ck Making and Its Progress in Brooklyn: The Ansonia
ribed—the Metals and Minerals Used in Watch Mak-
n Eagle, August 24, 1884, 11; available at http://eagle
bliclibrary.org/. See n. 10 regarding Fiske’s slush-casting

r and Adams,Asher and Adams Pictorial Album of American
76 (New York: Rutledge, 1976), 49; this is a reprint of
om the 1876 edition published by Asher and Adams
itle Asher & Adams’ New Columbian Rail Road Atlas and
m of American Industry.
Turgan, “Mines et fonderie de zincde laVieille-Montagne,”
es usines: Ètudes industrielles en France et à l’étranger (Paris:
Frères, 1865), 3:238; M. G. Servant, Rapport sur les bronzes

XIX siècle,”Documents sur la sculpture française et répertoire des fondeurs
du XIXe siècle, Archives de l’Art français, n.s., 30, no. 178 (Nogent-
le-Roi: Libraire des Arts etMétiers-Éditions, 1989). Candelabra with
figures sculpted by Albert Carrier-Belleuse, which were sold by Boy,
still decorate the staircase of the Union League of Philadelphia.
Grissom, Zinc Sculpture, 271. New York–based gas-fixture companies
are known to have imported items. Archer and Pancoast Manufac-
turing Company, e.g., advertised itself as an “Importer of French
Bronzes and Crystal Chandeliers.” Archer and Pancoast Manufactur-
ingCompany, advertisement,AmericanGas-Light Journal 22 ( January 2,
1875): 14. Although it is unclear whether Mitchell, Vance, and Co.
imported statuettes, the company was listed as “Mfrs. & Imps. Gas
Fixtures” in an 1859 R. G. Dun and Company report, New York,
vol. 323, p. 842, R. G. Dun & Co. Collection, Baker Library Histor-
ical Collections, Harvard Business School.

52 “Cheap Art,” Crayon 2 (October 17, 1855): 248.
53 Workmen at the company were said to include “eight or nine

Englishmen, the rest being Germans, French, and Americans; but
the majority are undoubtedly native workmen.” Freedley, Philadel-
phia and Its Manufactures: A Handbook Exhibiting the Development, 356.
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nited States.51 One critic noted: “Walking
ets we are attracted, in almost every window
ncy goods are exposed, to a crowdof statuettes
like bronze, and representing every pose
tortion of the human figure—Gladiators,
s, Cupids, Mercurys, Nymphs, Satyrs and
g Dianas. … An ordinary worker can make
f these a day, and thousands of such work-
employed in France and Germanymaking
p ‘for the American market.’”52 French
en may have brought the technique to
us and Baker, although it is likely that the
y’s experienced workmen could also have
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st zinc statuettes seem to have been rarely
d in Germany.54

led Look at the Exceptional
Jackson on Horseback
ronze sculptures, which include Ferdinand von Miller’s
(1869) for the Tyler Davidson Fountain in Cincinnati, now
ection of the Cincinnati ArtMuseum (acc. no. 1952.198),
ction of theNationalMonument to Our Forefathers (1889) after
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Cornelius and Baker after Clark Mills, Andrew Jackson on Horseback. Marks: “PATENTED/
1855” (right base); “CORNELIUS & BAKER/ PHILADELPHIA” (left base). Zinc; H. 2400. (Tennessee
seum, Nashville; photo, Shelley Reisman Paine.)
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or Clark Mills’s over-life-size bronze statue
in 1853 in Lafayette Square opposite the
ouse. In 1855, Mills submitted an illustra-
hemonument for a design patent, probably
ipation of both the statuettes and a full-scale
copy in New Orleans (1856).55 An inscrip-
t into the statuette’s right base, “PATENTED/
1855,” references the sculptor’s application
design patent, while Cornelius and Baker’s
ped brass label was generally soldered to
responding spot on the left base (fig.
o further documentation has been located
g Mills’s relationship to the Cornelius and
atuettes, but in 1859, a copy of the statuette
n to the White House, where it remains to-
second copy of the Jackson statuette entered
ection of the New-York Historical Society in
More recent interest in these statuettes is at-
y the fact that at least nine were acquired by
s from private collections over the past thir-
.59 Around twenty copies are known, and
kely exist. Purchase prices have steadily in-
to nearly six figures.
aster model shown to the monument com-
n mid-1848 has been proposed as the orig-
del for the statuette based on its poor
s of Jackson, since at that date, Mills had
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Patent application, no. 704, May 15, 1855. The statuette
been used as part of fund-raising efforts for the full-sized
ns bronze, since a number of statuettes have been found
ons in the New Orleans area. Shapiro, Bronze Casting, 181
006, a copy was sold from the New Orleans collection of
artha Ann Samuel byNewOrleans AuctionGalleries, sale
58, May 20. At least three others have been sold from
ans collections by James Graham and Sons in New York.
Shay, personal communication, 2005–6.
e plaque located at the bottom edge of the left base below
s rear hooves reads “CORNELIUS & BAKER/ PHILADELPHIA.”Ap-
he same die was used to stamp plaques for a number of
ers on Jackson and other Cornelius and Baker statuettes
tical spacing, tilt, and heights.
ite House acc. no. 1859.1451.1.
w-York Historical Society acc. no. 1859.6.
her Washington, DC, copies are found in collections of
sonian’s National Portrait Gallery (acc. no. 85.8), US De-
of Treasury, and Blair House (acc. no. BH-2007.0167).
e also in the collections of the Morris Museum of Art,
A (acc. no. 1989.03.236); Crystal Bridges Museum of
Art, Bentonville, AK; Tennessee StateMuseum, Nashville
2001.101); Andrew Jackson Historical Park Museum,
County, SC; Virginia Military Institute, Lexington (acc.
0050); and Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond
006.37). A copy formerly in the collectionof theGreenville
useum of Art in Greenville, SC, is now in private hands.
es B. Barber, Andrew Jackson: A Portrait Study (Washington,
nal Portrait Gallery, 1991), 216.
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aMuseum of History (fig. 12) and the other
aryland Historical Society. These two plas-
els are comparable to the zinc statuette in
ions and form, including the rendition of
’s face, although the three are not identi-
he North Carolina copy is more detailed
Maryland copy: the braid pattern is defined
on’s epaulets, for example, whereas it is not
aryland copy. These discrepancies do not

roblem, however, since other plaster copies
n tohavebeenmade.62Moreover, Cornelius
er’s foundrymight well have altered whatever
odel it received prior to casting.63

ination of ten copies of the Andrew Jackson

Detail, Cornelius and Baker plaque, Andrew
n Horseback. Brass. (Private collection; photo,
issom.)
Winterthur Portfolio 46:1
back revealed many details about the com-
abrication methods.64 Each was soldered
r from more than twenty cast-zinc sections

e plaster model in Raleigh (acc. no. 51.42.1–2) was given
a Presbyterianminister, David X. Junkins, and to themu-
951 after several changes in ownership. The copy in the
of the Maryland Historical Society (acc. no. 1945.30.1)
byMills to Charles W. Buckingham, the uncle of its donor
mond Hughes).
rk Mills was a plasterer by training, and he likely made
ies. Two additional plaster statuettes, e.g., are known to
lls presented a copy to aMr. Ravenel, which was destroyed
tonduring theCivilWar.D. E.Huger Smith to JohnBennett,
, 1918, Catalogue of American Portraits, National Portrait
mithsonian Institution, Washington, DC. A copy in the
ollection of Fine Arts (no. XX12), a forerunner of the
an American Art Museum, has been missing since 1977.
nother instance, Meigs was unhappy with Francis Vincenti’s
dels for theUS Senate stairway capitals, and when he sent
ornelius and Baker, he exhorted the company to “exhaust
their artists and chasers upon them before they begin to
lff, Capitol Builder, 201. By “chasers,” Meigs apparently
men who finished the plastermodels; normally, the term
to those who finish metal objects.
pies were examined in the collections of the Crystal
useumof AmericanArt (before acquisition by themuseum),
e, theNational Portrait Gallery, the Smithsonian’s American
m, the White House, the New-York Historical Society, the
State Museum, the Virginia Military Institute, the Virginia
f Fine Arts, and a private collection (formerly in the collec-
Greenville County Museum of Art).
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H. 2500. (North Carolina Museum of History, Raleigh; p
ion to sheet-zinc horse’s reins, stirrup straps,
rd straps (fig. 13).65 This is not surprising
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additional castings are not visible in the view illustrated in
all cast pieces are also part of the horse’s tack, while other
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tuettes of Cornelius and Baker 41
e complex form of an equestrian statue,
far more than for most other Cornelius
er statuettes, typically comprising only a

or simpler parts of the statuette, such as the four parts of the
uette’s base that lack undercuts requiring piece molding.
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al Portrait Gallery and Smithsonian Museum of American
to treatment of their Jackson statuettes by the author. Carol
ssom, Andrew Jackson on Horseback, unpublished report
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, 1878, 800.
Report on Cornelius and Co., September 9, 1878, Philadel-
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cal Collections, Harvard Business School.
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ly all Jackson statuettes have hidden letter-
in most cases seems to reflect initials of fin-
scribed during chasing, including “AK,”
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ast two copies bear multiple sets of letters.71
re located in places hidden from the casual
underneath the horse’s hooves and tail or
’s boots and coattail, as well as on the under-
he base. One can imagine that it was a work-
ride in making the Jackson statuettes that led
scription of initials, since they have not been
n any other statuettes. An inscription on a
the Jackson statuette at the Virginia Museum
rts seems to be an exception: the romannu-
XIII” is inscribed beneath the horse’s tail
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lace in an edition.72
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e White House copy has “AK” under the center of the
l, “V” under the top of the horse’s tail, and “FF” on the
of the base. TheNew-YorkHistorical Society copy has the
” under the horse’s tail and “F” under Jackson’s proper

tail. Grissom (ibid., 472–75) lists additional inscribed in-
includes a photograph showing the “F” under Jackson’s

piro (Bronze Casting, 42) proposed that inscriptions are
arks. An “X” under the right boot heel of a copy at the
dges Museum of American Art could represent the tenth
edition, but a “V” found on statuettes at theWhiteHouse,
on, and in Nashville more likely represents the initials of
since it is found on several copies.
ies at Blair House and in a private Washington, DC, col-
k the Cornelius and Baker plaque, as does a copy with a
at the Smithsonian American Art Museum. Grissom,

nt report for Andrew Jackson on Horseback.” The copies
ssels are at Blair House and in the private collection. At
ther statuette of size similar to the Cornelius and Baker
kson was cast in bronze but is entirely different in detail,
a tree prop under the horse. This statuette, also inscribed
MAY 15/1855,” was sold in February 1994 at Adam A.
and Son inWashington, DC. It is probably the bronze stat-
in a private collection inHuntingdonValley, Pennsylvania.
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metal molds used for slush casting would
en valuable company assets passed on to
us and Sons and sold at its demise to a will-
er. In 1878, in fact, the New York–based
, Vance, and Co. announced that it had ac-
he company’s patterns: “We are prepared to
ture and offer for sale the varied and elegant
of Cornelius and Co. [sic], of Philadelphia—
ving discontinuedmanufacturing, have trans-
at portion of their business to us. Thankful
nage generously bestowed, we solicit its con-
e.”74 Since the arrangement with Mitchell,
nd Co. was for themanufacture of “all their
cluding all the Patterns and Designs of the
se,” the transfer almost certainly included
r slushcasting in zinc.75At leastnineCornelius
ppear in catalogs ofMitchell, Vance, andCo.:
ple, Cornelius and Baker’sHerald (fig. 15)
to be identical toMitchell, Vance, andCo.’s
on two table lamps (nos.0112 and 0968).76

finishes were invariably applied to all types

43
g Fixtures (1877 or earlier; repr., New York: Dover, 1984).
lude a Franklin (no. 0108, 15 inches) like that on the
al chandelier at the US Capitol; a Revolutionary Soldier
16 inches) like figures on light fixtures in the Vermont
e; a Knight (no. 0882, 16 inches) like that in the Cornelius
catalog with an 1875 price list (no. 5678, 17 inches); a
no. 0962, 21 inches; no. 1550, 19 inches to burner) like
pair of reading lights in the Vermont State House and
ndards flanking the two staircases in the lobby of Phila-
cademy of Music; Hiver (no. 0838, 15 inches) like that
in the Cornelius and Sons catalog and on a light fixture
ont StateHouse; aHawker (no. 078, 17 inches) like that
sidential Chandelier and at the Vermont State House; a
o. 0112, 15 inches, and no. 0968, 18 inches) like that in
the Cornelius and Sons catalog, and on a Vermont State
ure; a seated Chinaman (no. 0534, 10 inches) like that in a
ection inWashington, DC; and a Stag (no. 0902, 14 inches).
g from which the Picture Book was made lists the com-
ress as 597 Broadway, from which Mitchell, Vance, and
in 1877 to 836 and 838Broadway. Thus, it dates no later
, suggesting that Mitchell, Vance, and Co. had a connec-
rnelius and Sons before 1878, when it announced that it
over production for Cornelius. Some illustrations are
ages of the statues, likely a function of the reversal that
en printing plates are engraved.
ile Cornelius and Baker electroplated its brass fixtures,
ctroplating capacity in silver is described in the literature,
s not been found on any zinc castings to date, Meigs not-
g (see n. 32). Hinckley, “Manufacture ofGas,”201. Copper
s common in Europe, but it was rare in the United States
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ce near the center front edge, or stamped into
tached brass plaque like that found on Jackson
ettes (see fig. 11).82 Imitation-bronze statuettes

Fig. 15. Cornelius and Baker, Herald. Mark: “CORNELIUS

& BAKER” 3 00

Mattausc
Smithson
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1879, sand
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also refere

Shapiro, Bronze Casting, 41–42.
Most of the coatings sampled on seven autograph statuettes
ivate collection were found to contain copper-alloy flakes.
. Grissom, “Imitation-Metal Paint Study,”no.6240, Smithsonian

Museum Conservation Institute, 2010. Copper was also found on four
utograph statuettes in the same collection. Matsen, Winterthur
cal Report no. 5126.
Whitworth andWallis, The Industry of the United States, 127. In
a gum dissolved in alcohol was said to be applied by brush to
objects apparently made of brass, but it is not clear if this
e continued or if the same substance was used on zinc cast-
inckley, “Manufacture of Gas,” 201. Linseed oil was found
atuette of America (an Indian) in a private collection. Matsen,
thur Analytical Report no. 5126.

44
y did these finishes provide attractive alter-
to the gray metal, but they served to unify
crossed by joins of lead-tin solder, which

(base). Zinc; H. 12/8 . (Collection of Daniel W.
h and Nancy E. Mattausch; photo, D. E. Hurlbert,
ian Institution.)

other a
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1853,
heated
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Winter
r in color and smoother in texture than
the case of the Jackson statuettes, imitation-
paints unified the twenty-odd sections. Such

duced in 1913 for the religious statues of the Daprato
ompany. Grissom, Zinc Sculpture, 85–86, 589–90. By
blasting was used to approximate the duller appearance
n zinc cemetery monuments termed “white bronze”; see
nces in n. 19.
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are often so good that it is not unusual for
s to identify their zinc statuettes as made

ze.78 The New-York Historical Society’s copy
ackson statuette has a particularly attractive
at appears to be original to the statuette’s
t the museum in 1859. Imitation-bronze
often contain copper or brass flakes; in some
ses, theymay have been created using only a
ent coating of dark brown tint.79 Cornelius
to have experimented with coatings to find
r that was “quite permanent under any var-
f temperature,” probably an oil-resin coating

Winterthur Portfolio 46:1
us and Baker statuettes were thinly applied
now brittle and dulled by time.

ornelius and Baker Statuettes

us and Baker sold many other zinc statu-
the range of 1–2 feet in height, nearly all
te collections and rarely published up to
e the appendix).81 In this text, statuettes’
re in italics when identification is obvious,
s for a statuette of George Washington;
d on an exemplar; or recorded in contem-
iterature. Names supplied by the author are
n typeface.
butions are best provided by foundrymarks,
ast into the statuette’s base, often on the top
finish
muse
of br
of th
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arriv
coatin
other
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is kno
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that
Corn
and a

Othe

Corn
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78

79

in a pr
Carol A
ecent exception is Donald L. Fennimore, “Cornelius &
swer to the Rage for Parlor Sculpture,” Antiques and Fine
n/Winter 2010): 150–54.

several instances, both types of foundry marks are found
nt copies of a statuette, notably for the Zouave and The
Close observation of examples suggests that plaques ini-
applied after casting and letter dies subsequently were

nto the molds, interrupting “grass” on the bases. The op-
uence could not have occurred, since there is no evidence
l of an inscription from the grassy areas on copies with
lso, arguing for this sequence is that cast-in inscriptions
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Cornelius and Baker, Zouave. Mark: “CORNELIUS &
ase). Zinc; H. 161/400. (Private collection; photo,
odo.)
ck Up, a Joan of Arc, a Knight, a Puppeteer,
eated figure of a Fiddler, and anOldMortality
83 A smaller group of genre figures bearing

more permanent than attached plaques, and, once
nto the molds, a step would also have been eliminated
g the statuettes.
wn examples of these statuettes have cast-in inscriptions
faces of their bases near the center front edges, except for
with Gilpatrick Up, The Return, and some copies of The
nd Zouave, which instead have the standard Cornelius
r brass plaques soldered to their bases. Lexington and
teer are illustrated in Fennimore (ibid.).
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ions and now painted with naturalistic paint

S & BAKER” (base). Zinc (modern polychromy); H.
ollection of Daniel W. Mattausch and Nancy E.
h; photo, D. E. Hurlbert, Smithsonian Institution.)
Fig. 1
“CORN

11⅛00.

tuettes of Cornelius and Baker
 45
e Organ Grinder and its mate the Puppeteer appear in a
log of the Ansonia Clock Company as no. 1101 Italians,
2 inches, $9 per pair finished in Japanese Bronze. Ansonia
pany,Catalogue of the Ansonia Clock Company (1901; repr.,
VA: Arlington Book Co., 1988), 157. Given the time lag,
ost likely that the Cornelius and Baker and Ansonia statu-
a common source, such as a pair of French statuettes,
beingmade in the samemolds. Amirror-image Lachender

aughing man) was cast in iron by the Berlin-based
e around 1840, illustrated inUweKieling, “SiméonPierre
e,” Bildende Kunst 32, no. 7 (1984): 326–28, fig. 5. The
s illustrated in Anthony N. B. Garvan and Carol A.
,Catalogue of the Green Tree Collection (Philadelphia:Mutual
Co., 1977), 137–38. Formerly in the collection of the
surance Co., the Weccacoe Volunteer Fireman was sold to a
llector by the Schwarz Gallery in Philadelphia. An image
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old-colored paint containing tin flakes has
entified on the zinc decorations of an armo-
delier with figures fromaUSSenatehallway
not otherwise been found on statuettes.85

larger zinc statues were made by the com-
ut they seem to have been the exception.
nclude a 29-inch-high statue identified as
n Hunter and the approximately 3-foot-high
statues of an Indian and Hunter, the latter

Hous
respo
colle
seum
abou
and B
whom
comp
expo

Fig. 18. USHouse of Representatives clock, statuary mo
and Indian cast by Cornelius and Baker, 1858; Eagle ca
1858. Bronze, H. 4000 (Hunter), 423/400 (Indian). (Archite
own as a Pioneer.86 The pair was modeled
m Rinehart and originally cast in bronze by
s and Baker for a clock (1858) in the new US

informe
parties i
have de

naman also appears in Mitchell, Vance, and Co.’s Picture
. 76). The Organ Grinder and probably theWeccacoe Vol-
an have cast-in inscriptions, while the LaughingMan and
have the standard Cornelius and Baker brass plaques.
t has not been sampled on any of these statuettes, how-
s not been confirmed that polychromy is original.
e armorial gasolier (acc. no. 59.00002.001), one of three
d a Senate hallway, was acquired around 2006 by the US
hmost of its original painted finish present. The tin-flake
identified by energy-dispersive X-ray analysis on a sample
an axe; a similar paint appears to have been used on the

r’s crusader figures. Grissom, “Final Report on a Techni-
”

th the 29-inch-high Western Hunter and Rinehart’s 3-foot-
ter are illustrated in Fennimore’s “Cornelius & Baker’s
the Rage.”
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f Representatives chamber (fig. 18).87 Cor-
ence reveals that William F. Walters, whose
n forms the nucleus of the Walters Art Mu-
Baltimore, queried Montgomery Meigs
eCapitol’s legal arrangementwithCornelius
er, apparently in defense of Rinehart, for
e provided patronage. He wrote that the
y had “not only duplicated the figures and
d them for sale; contrary to what I was

ed byWilliam Rinehart, 1857;Hunter
by Archer, Warner, Miskey, and Co.,
f the Capitol; photo, Glen Brown.)
Winterthur Portfolio 46:1
d was the understanding with them, but
n their place of business representing them,
nied the true authenticity of the works and

e Eagle was cast in bronze by Archer, Warner, Miskey, and
ue bronze” consisting of ninety parts copper, ten parts
o parts zinc was specified for the clock statues. X-ray fluo-
nalysis found approximately equal quantities of tin and
ercent) on theHunter and slightlymore tin (7–8percent)

(5 percent) on the Indian. Analysis was performed on the
their exhibit case located in the chamber below the Cap-
nda. Carol A. Grissom and Jeff Speakman, “Metallic

ion of a Pioneer and Indian by William Rinehart surround-
k Made for the U.S. House of Representatives of the U.S.
eport no. 6237, Smithsonian Museum Conservation In-
shington, DC, December 1, 2008. Zinc copies of the pair
mont State Capitol and in private collections rest their
a tree branch in lieu of the clock and would likely have
cast on account of their size. A copy of theHunter is illus-
ennimore’s “Cornelius & Baker’s Answer to the Rage.”
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most comprehensive contemporary
of information about Cornelius andBaker’s
ts are reports and catalogs of exhibitions
he Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, where
pany exhibited from 1825 to 1874.89 Partic-
portant are catalogs for exhibitions in 1856
8, which list thirty-six different subjects in
,” almost certainly consisting of zinc painted
te bronze. Among the items are fourteen dif-
statues” as well as figurative “light pillars,”
g lights,” and “cigar lighters.”90 In many
ames listed in the exhibit catalogs can be as-
with statuettes and lighting fixtures for

he company’s identification has otherwise
sive, although uncertainties remain (noted
risks in the appendix).
rnelius and Baker catalog remains the holy
gas-fixture enthusiasts, but two of at least
ornelius and Sons’ catalogs from the
urvive, and some statuettes illustrated in
ate from the time of Cornelius and Baker

tuettes of Cornelius and Baker
850s and 1860s.91 For example, the statu-
er illustrated in one of the catalogs was
n brackets at the Vermont State House by

1859 (f
Flute o
made ar
and Bak
the US

All s
Sons’ ca
tures. T
part of
as “read
ures we
ample,
made fr
ping in
brass tu

liam F. Walters to Montgomery Meigs, May 27, 1859, Ar-
the Capitol records, Washington, DC.
ilver lamp made by Christian Cornelius was exhibited al-
825 at the Franklin Institute and was followed by a com-
ay as early as 1831. Franklin Institute, Report of the Second
hibition of the Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania, for
on of the Mechanic Arts (Philadelphia: Franklin Institute,
, and Report of the Seventh Annual Exhibition of the Franklin
the State of Pennsylvania, for the Promotion of theMechanic Arts
hia: J. Harding, 1831), 17. Robert Cornelius was active as
of the board of managers in 1856. Franklin Institute, Re-
Twenty-Fifth Exhibition, 5.
ile the statues and reading lights are invariably listed as
chandeliers, pendants, brackets, and light pillars decorated
ttes were available as “bronze,” “gilt,” “verd. Antiq.,” or
Ibid., 17–18; Franklin Institute, Report on the Twenty-Sixth
10–11. See n. 37 for names of statues and reading lights.
pies of the two Cornelius and Sons catalogs are in collec-
e Smithsonian Institution (SI) and Historical Society of
nia (HSP), both entitled Gas Fixtures; the HSP catalog is
duced in Lamps & Other Lighting Devices, 1850–1906
, NJ: Pyne, 1972), 20–43. The SI catalog is designated
icating six earlier catalogs; it includes a price list for
an illustration of Memorial Hall at the Centennial Exhi-
876 on the back cover. The HSP catalog is undated but
tainly earlier. The company apparently numbered plates
ely, ranging in the HSP catalog from 301 to 322 and in
log from 421 to 458; thus, 300 plates from the beginning
s and nearly 100 between the two catalogs have not been
ost itemnumbers in theHSP catalog are in the 6,000 range,
ge of reading lights with statuettes showing numbers rang-
,288 to 6,688. Item numbers for the SI catalog are in the
e with the exception of one 6,000-range statuette that is
tandard. The two catalogs do not share any illustrations.

Fig. 19. Top row: Été, Hiver, Samuel de Champlain, and
Grecian;
and Russ
n.d., plat
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ferred to a
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ig. 19). The statuette named Boy Playing
n the same catalog page must have been
ound 1863, when it was used on Cornelius
er’s chandelier in the President’s Room at
Capitol.
tatuettes shown in the two Cornelius and
talogs are illustrated as part of lighting fix-
he eight statuettes shown in figure 19 are
gas table lamps of a type then referred to
ing lights” or “portables.”92 These lamp fig-
re also sold separately as statuettes, for ex-
the Herald (see fig. 15). The lamp was

bottom row: Boy Playing Flute, Herald, Knight,
ian Hussar. From Cornelius and Sons, Gas Fixtures,
e 315. (Historical Society of Pennsylvania.)
47
om the statuette simply by drilling and tap-
to the base and bugle for the addition of
bing and a cloth-covered rubber hose.93

rnelius and Baker’s statuette-decorated lamps are re-
s reading lights in catalogs of exhibitions at the Franklin
Report on the Twenty-Fifth Exhibition, 18;Report on the Twenty-
ition, 11). The contemporary gas-fixture companyMitchell,
d Co. instead referred to them as portables (Picture Book,
51, 75).
e hose for a reading light is visible in a historic interior
1865. Myers, Gas Lighting, plate 51. The reading light
be the same as Mitchell, Vance, and Co.’s no. 0242, 14

scribed “THE YOUNG PATRIOT” and illustrated in the com-
ure Book, plate 19.
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48
es illustrated in the Cornelius and Sons’ cat-
h the 1875 price list are limited to three fig-
p standards: a Knight in armor, a Falconer
d fowl, and a Gaul-type figure wearing a fur
The standards ranged in price from $15 to
without separate prices for statuettes.
nelius and Baker statuettes and reading
ere apparently sold complete with circular
bases, such as those illustrated in the

us and Sons catalog (see fig. 19). The Depar-
The Return (fig. 20) show slightly different
of wooden bases from those in the catalog.
us and Baker statuettes without bases in cir-
today could have lost the original bases or

ve been removed from chandeliers. Those
orated reading lights can be distinguished
however, by brass and rubber tubing or
ade for attachment of tubing.
bution of statuettes to Cornelius and Baker
o be made by comparison to figures on
cumented lighting fixtures. In particular,
us and Baker’s chandeliers, brackets, and
lights sold to the Vermont State House
1858–59) are a treasure trove of authentic

es. They add to the list of provenienced stat-
ures of George Washington, Benjamin Franklin,
Penn, Hiram Powers’s Greek Slave, Thomas
rd’s Freedom, Giambologna’s Mercury, a
an (or GreenMountain Boy), Revolutionary

Hawker (Falconer),Commerce, Science, Prudence,
ce, an Indian Maiden, an Oriental Girl, a
(nude) with Dove, and a figure identified
topher Columbus.95 In a few cases, subjects

Fig. 2
(Colle
deliers can be identified by names cast into
cluding the Indian known asAmerica, Simon
and Prudence (figs. 21 and 22). These three statuett

the Ohi
but the
statuett
Room a

photo, D

te 452, no. 7348, a Knight in armor on a standard, is also
vailable with statuettes no. 7350 (plate 387), nos. 6994
(plate 359), and nos. 6684 and 6686 (plate 315); no.
statuette in the earlier catalog identified as a Russian
e fig. 19). The other two statuettes are plate 455, no. 6684,
with dead fowl; andplate455, no.7740, aGaul wearing a fur
elius and Sons, Gas Fixtures.
niel Robbins, The Vermont State House: A History and Guide
ier: Vermont State Historic Preservation Committee,
–80; Winslow Ames, “The Vermont Statehouse and Its
,” Antiques (August 1965): 200–204; Myers, Gas Lighting,
reedom Triumphant in War and Peace, sometimes referred
mbia, reflects an early model for Thomas Crawford’s
tue atop the US Capitol, which was not put in place until
figure wears a freedom cap, rather than the elaborate

ddress that was substituted for the final version of the
other copy of the statuette from a private collection can
Pamela Scott, Temple of Liberty: Building the Capitol for a

n (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 136, and
, Zinc Sculpture, 194. Other statuettes at the Vermont
se include Hiver, two copies of the Herald, and the pair
arture and The Return.
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es appeared on chandeliers (now lost) in
o State Capitol Building during the 1850s,

ornelius and Baker, The Return. Zinc; H. 12/4 .
onofDanielW.MattauschandNancyE.Mattausch;
. E. Hurlbert, Smithsonian Institution.)
Winterthur Portfolio 46:1
ir names can be seen cast into the bases of
es on an 1864 chandelier in the President’s
t theUSCapitol.96 Among twelve additional

pies of America and a Buffalo made for chandeliers at the
e State Capitol in 1855 are now in the Tennessee State
America, Prudence, and Simon Kenton were on gas fixtures
n the Ohio State Capitol beginning around 1858, as were
mmerce, Liberty, and a large American Eagle. Simon Kenton is
as having been placed on the Ohio chandelier “in honor
inal settler of that State.” Description of the Establishment of
Baker, 23–24. The Simon Kenton statuette is related to

rd’s plastermodelmade in 1855 for the city of Columbus,
is I. Sharp, John Quincy Adams Ward: Dean of American
Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1985), 141–43.
de from statuettes at the Vermont State House now dec-
ica chandeliers at theOhio State Capitol. A Cornelius and
ndelier in the governor’s office of theMassachusetts State
turing America, Simon Kenton, and Liberty (with freedom
nstalled around the same time and remains there today.
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e Franklin Institute exhibition’s 1858 catalog), a Fisher
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mise of Cornelius and Baker

, the Cornelius and Baker partnership dis-
s the Bakers retired, and two companies
rmed: Cornelius and Sons and Baker,
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born sculptor and founder Edmond Baudin
d the beautiful and elaborately sculpted
railings for the staircases at the US Capitol
–59. Nevertheless, census records in 1860
total sales at only about one-quarter those
elius and Baker.127
New York–based lighting companies—
and Pancoast Manufacturing Co. and
l, Vance, and Co.—had connections with
us and Baker and seem to have taken over
he company left off in making zinc decora-
r gas fixtures.128 Census records show that
ion of New York City gas-fixture establish-
ose to more than $2.5 million in value in
hile dropping to $400,000 in Philadel-
d to just $5,500 at Cornelius and Sons (see
.
Archer and Pancoast Manufacturing Co.
o have been a competitor of Cornelius
s. Ellis P. Archer surely knew the work of
us and Baker from his days in Philadelphia
r andWarner, located just three doors away
rnelius andBaker’s showroom.129 Archer left
lphia for New York in 1859, first forming
Pancoast, and Co. and then Archer and

st Manufacturing Co. by 1868.130 The com-
roduction of statues in zinc seems to have
latively limited, but a pair of knights on stan-
as displayed by the company among chande-
heCentennial Exhibition in Philadelphia.131
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ter Raleigh–type figures and a female vase
ppear on newel lights. A bronzed putto is

1860, the annual value of products for Warner, Miskey,
ill was listed as $225,000, compared to $1,000,000 for
and Baker. US Census, Manufacturing Schedule for
ia, 1860, accessed at the National Archives, Washington,

me fixtures sold by these companies were made of cop-
but less expensive items were cast in zinc. A Centennial
report describes Mitchell, Vance, and Co.’s bronze fix-
oth real and spelter,” while Asher and Adams describes
any’s products as “both Real and Imitation Bronze.” US
al Commission, “General Report,” 6:684; Asher and
her and Adams Pictorial Album, 133. Archer and Pancoast’s
-bronze manufacture is attributed to the inception of
zinc smelting in 1860, which likely reduced the cost of
r and Adams, Asher and Adams Pictorial Album, 49.
cher, Warner, Miskey, and Co. is pictured at 718 Chest-
xter’s Panoramic Business Director of Philadelphia for 1859,
nelius and Baker is at 710 Chestnut. Copies of this illus-
found in collections at the Library Company of Philadel-
istorical Society of Pennsylvania.
e company is listed as the Archer and Pancoast Manu-
Co. in an advertisement in American Gas-Light Journal 10
16, 1868): 121.
illip T. Sandhurst, Industrial and Fine Arts, 291, 293; Asher
s, Asher and Adams Pictorial Album, 49.
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hell, Vance, and Co., established in 1860,
larger and apparently more successful of
New York companies. Its factory took up
e Manhattan block, and the company was
t consistent of gas-fixture companies adver-
the New York–based American Gas-Light
uring the 1860s and 1870s.133 To some ex-
layed the role of successor to Cornelius and
llowing its acquisition of “all the patterns
igns” when the firm ceased manufacturing
and its agreement to continue their pro-
. As noted above, the company’s ca. 1877
illustrates a number of statuettes similar to
f Cornelius and Baker.134 In the 1870s,
l, Vance, and Co. expanded products to in-
locks, which are illustrated in literature
he company and for which it made move-
s well as statuettes.135 Decorations for clocks
rea into which Cornelius and Baker is not
to have ventured, although the company’s
es would have been suitable for them. The
le reason is that clock production was still
trated in Connecticut during the heyday
elius and Baker. Mitchell, Vance, and
ray into this business no doubt occurred
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py of the undated catalog can be seen in the Print Study
MetropolitanMuseum of Art. A few pages are reprinted
s Lighting, plates 81, 83, and 85–86.
er and Adams, Asher and Adams Pictorial Album, 85. Ad-
s for Mitchell, Vance, and Co. appeared regularly in the
erican Gas-Light Journal from October 15, 1860 (vol. 2,
to 1864 and sporadically from 1865 through June 1867.
eared in every issue of the journal from January 2, 1869
201) through1879. Archer andPancoast advertisements
rratically from 1868 through 1875. See n. 121 for ad-
s in the journal placed by Cornelius and Baker and
nd Sons.
n. 76.
dhurst’s Industrial and Fine Arts illustrates seven clocks
nc mounts and statuettes displayed by Mitchell, Vance,
latively plain clock (145) and clocks topped by a female
ed by putti and accompanied by a pair of urns (280),
), Art (283), a bust of Shakespeare (285), Nike on a wall
), and Vanity (287); a pedestal with classical reliefs
vase is also illustrated (288). An illustration identical
on page 280 in Sandhurst’s Industrial and Fine Arts

the page describing the American Clock Company in
dams (Asher and Adams Pictorial Album, 85), which features
al clocks with zinc figures. Records of the R. G. Dun and
ote that Mitchell, Vance, and Co. also made wall-clock
. Entry for Mitchell, Vance, and Co., April 2, 1872,
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, vol. 323, p. 842, R. G. Dun & Co. Collection, Baker
istorical Collections, Harvard Business School.
e relatively short-lived American Clock Company pur-
ks in New York for Connecticut clockmakers such as Seth
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dition to statuettes, both New York–based
em to have produced many more statues of
ize than did Cornelius and Baker. On ac-
f their size, they were almost certainly sand
cluding a pair of life-size Indian stan-
xhibited at the Centennial Exhibition in
lphia (fig. 27).137 An interesting footnote

tuettes of Cornelius and Baker
othNew York companies purchasedmodels

statues from sculptors Olin Levi Warner
man H. Bartlett.138

in Style

the 1850s, romantic neorococo interior
aturing elaborately decorated Belter furni-
ithmultifigured chandeliers and statuettes
elius and Baker, and to some extent this
tinued into the 1860s. In the 1870s, how-
o-Grec and Eastlake styles became fashion-

d only the odd neoclassical griffin or similar
tions interrupted their geometric lines.
ure catalogs issued from the 1870s onward

Fig. 27. M
H. 8200 to
and Fine
Other In
1879), 1

dSons,which retailed someof the sameclocks asMitchell,
d Co. In 1876, Mitchell, Vance, and Co. was located at
way, while the American Clock Company was close by at
way.
e Indian Warrior and its mate, an Indian Queen, are il-
n Mitchell, Vance, and Co.’s Picture Book, plate 57. The
rrior is the only statue illustrated in a Mitchell, Vance,
atalog entitled Centennial 1776 (1876), decorating its
catalog can be seen in the Print Study Room at the

tanMuseumof Art. Images of the IndianWarrior can also
Sandhurst’s Industrial and Fine Arts, 142, and in Asher and
her and Adams Pictorial Album, 85. An IndianQueenwithout
the collection of the Merritt Museum in Douglassville,
l as a private collection. Ralph Sessions, The Shipcarvers’
and Cigar Store Figures in America (Ann Arbor, MI: Bell
ll Information and Learning Co., 2000), fig. 90. Newel
es sold by these companies measure 3–4 feet in height.
likely copies of French statues, since it was noted that
zes, especially the large pieces which are copied from
h, are the best productions of the country.” Advertise-
itchell, Vance, and Co., Harper’s Weekly, suppl. (August 3,
.
itchell, Vance, and Co. purchased a statuette of Abraham
877) by Truman H. Bartlett (1835–1923) from the sculp-
has not been found in the company’s catalogs, and no
it have been located. Anne Pingeot, “The Paris Salons
0s: Entries for Exhibited Works,” in Rodin Rediscovered,
t E. Elsen (Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art,
9–10. Archer and Pancoast purchased a figure of May
m Olin Levi Warner (1844–1896) for casting in zinc
poration in a lamp. Warner was to get $5 for each of
fty copies. George Gurney, “Olin Levi Warner (1844–
atalogue Raisonné of his Sculpture and Graphic Works”
., University of Delaware, 1978), 262–67. A copy of the
ntly turned up in a private collection in Nevada. George
eputy chief curator, Smithsonian American Art Museum,
ommunication, October 20, 2005.
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figures to a few table lamps, standards, and
hters. Brass became dominant again for
fixtures, perhaps because its advantages
c were better recognized. On account of
ndency to crack, the elaborately decorated
ckly cast trough-type arms of zinc fixtures
to be fitted with brass tubing to reliably sup-
creating redundancy. Brass arms of chande-
contrast, could be trusted to transport gas.
lt, brass chandeliers would likely have been
o make, and the resulting reduction of
eant that they could be lighter in weight.139

chandeliers became obsolete as electricity
available at the end of the nineteenth cen-
ring the first half of the twentieth century,
tely decorated chandeliers failed to match
s of houses built in the craftsman, the pe-
y popular federal, the clean-lined art deco,
ly the minimalist modernist style. Much of
s considered the geegaws of the Victorian
taken to the junkyard or collected during
scrap-metal drives. The principal exceptions
d in more conservative and impoverished
the country, where gas fixtures were instead
d to electricity. Even after the replacement
al fixtures at the Vermont State House dur-
1960s, many were carefully stored and now
e building again. A number of original chan-
now electrified, continue to light plantation
in the deep South.
lly, the decline in the desirability of onema-
itating another may have contributed to
ise of zinc: “It is a good sign that at the pres-
the national taste is setting in the direction
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ts of ordinary lamps well into the twentieth
.

ion

ius and Baker, the most influential gas-
company in the United States during the
nd 1860s, also produced high-quality zinc
es, such as Clark Mills’s Andrew Jackson on
ck and William Rinehart’s 3-foot-high stat-
Hunter and Indian. Other statuettes were

from French models but featured the stan-
mantic, neoclassical, and heroic American
salable by a commercial enterprise. They
eached the popularity of contemporary
gers’s groups and were imitative and repli-
onetheless, the company’s statuettes de-

place in the history of American metalwork
f an interesting development in technology:
pplication of the slush-casting technique to
el metal zinc. The statuettes were always
, since the metal itself is an uninteresting
y, but imitation-bronze paint allowed many
garded as bronzes. Thus, the Americanmid-
s was provided with relatively inexpensive
” statuettes for the first time. By the same to-
int effectively rendered the metal invisible
nown. It is hoped that this article will suc-
bringing many more examples of zinc statu-
light, making this little-known art form and

phenomenonmore visible and appreciated
n right.

e writer was English, but the sentiment applied in the
tes as well. ArthurH.Hiorns,Metal-Colouring and Bronzing
Macmillan, 1892), 13.
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Table A1
Cornelius statuettes

Statuette

TN
Capitol
(1855)

Franklin
catalog
(1857)

Franklin
catalog
(1858)

US Capitol
Senate

chandeliers
(1858)

OH
Capitol
(1858)

VT
Capitol
(1859)

US Capitol
Pres.

chandelier
(1863)

C&S
catalog (HSP)
w/price list
(1875)

C&S
catalog (SI)
(ca. 1876)

Mitchell,
Vance
catalog

(ca. 1878)

Private/
museum
collections

America (Indian), H. 221/200

(fig. 21)
xx x x xxxx

Andrew Jackson on Horseback,
H. 2′ (fig. 10)

20+

Antique rl
Armor (fig. 9) ch rl, ch x* x*
Barge of Cleopatra br
Benjamin Franklin rl, ch xx x #0108 x
Boy Playing Flute (fig. 19) x #4330
Brigand rl
Buffalo x st
Castellated br
Chinese Juggler x
Chinese (seated), H. 5⅞00 ch rl #0534 x* x*
Christopher Columbus x
Commerce x x
Dancing Figure ch x*
Departure (p/w Return),
H. 131/400, 131/200 (fig. 25)

rl, st x xxxx

Eagle br x* x*
Eloquence x
Elizabethian [sic] br, ch
Été (Summer; fig. 19) #4936
Falconer (or Hawker) #6684
Fiddler (seated) x
Fireman br, st, ch x
Fisher with Net x
Freedom Triumphant in War
and Peace, after Thomas
Crawford

x x

Gaul #7740
George Washington rl xx x
Girl Playing Autoharp x
Globe and Books st
Grecian (fig. 19) rl #5684
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Table A1—Continued

Statuette

TN
Capitol
(1855)

Franklin
catalog
(1857)

Franklin
catalog
(1858)

US Capitol
Senate

chandeliers
(1858)

OH
Capitol
(1858)

VT
Capitol
(1859)

US Capitol
Pres.

chandelier
(1863)

C&S
catalog (HSP)
w/price list
(1875)

C&S
catalog (SI)
(ca. 1876)

Mitchell,
Vance
catalog

(ca. 1878)

Private/
museum
collections

Greek Slave, after
Hiram Powers

xxxx

Griffin br, ch
Hawker (or Falconer) rl xx* x* #078
Herald, H. 123/800

(figs. 15, 19)
rl x #2288 #0112

#0968
xx

Highlander (p/w Zouave) br, ch, st st x*
Hiver (Winter; fig. 19) x #4934 #0838
Horse Grooming x
Horse Prior st
Hunter, Western, H. 2900 ch x*
Hunter, Rinehart
(p/w Indian),
H. 401/200 (cf. fig. 18)

rl st x x

Indian, Rinehart (p/w
Hunter), H. 3′ (cf. fig. 18)

rl, st x x

Indian (or Asian) Male
with Jug

x

Indian Maiden x
Joan of Arc, H. 161/400 x
Knight (fig. 19) rl #5678* #0882*
Knight, H. 111/200 rl x*
Knight rl
Laughing Man, H. 63/400, 700 xx
Laughing Satyr, Antique br
Lexington with Gilpatrick
Up, H. 131/200

x

Liberty, with freedom cap
and Washington relief,
H. 183/400 (fig. 23)

x* xx

Mercury, after
Giambologna

ltp, st xxx #0962
#1550

xxxx

Minuteman (Green
Mountain Boy)

xx

Morning ltp
Night ltp
Old Man cl
Old Mortality, H. 5⅛00 x

x

W
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Table A1—Continued

Statuette

TN
Capitol
(1855)

Franklin
catalog
(1857)

Franklin
catalog
(1858)

US Capitol
Senate

chandeliers
(1858)

OH
Capitol
(1858)

VT
Capitol
(1859)

US Capitol
Pres.

chandelier
(1863)

C&S
catalog (HSP)
w/price list
(1875)

C&S
catalog (SI)
(ca. 1876)

Mitchell,
Vance
catalog

(ca. 1878)

Private/
museum
collections

Organ Grinder, H.
11⅛00 (fig. 17)

Oriental Girl x
Page rl
Prudence (p/w Science ;
figs. 21, 22)

br x x

Puppeteer, H. 1200 x
Putto with Wheat (Summer?) x
Renaissance Courtier #7348
Return (p/w Departure),
H. 121/400, 123/400 (fig. 20)

rl, st x xx

Revolutionary Soldier xx #098
Richard Coeur de Lion
(Crusader?)

rl x* x*

Richmond rl x*
Russian Hussar (fig. 19) st #6686*
Samuel de Champlain
(fig. 19)

#3346

Science (p/w Prudence) br x x*
Simon Kenton (figs. 21, 22) x x x
Stag st br #0902*
Standard Bearer rl x*
Tamborine rl x* x*
Warrior ch 3 rl
William Penn x
Water Carrier rl
Woman (nude) with Dove xx
Zouave (p/w Highlander),
H. 161/400 (fig. 16)

st st xx

Note.—Names in italics are confirmed by recognizable features (e.g., George Washington), contemporary literature, or an inscription on the statuette; those in roman type are assigned
by the author. Asterisks indicate uncertainty for examples named but not illustrated in the literature. Abbreviations: HSP = Historical Society of Pennsylvania, SI = Smithsonian Institution,
x = a known example, rl = reading light, st = statue, br = bracket, ch = chandelier, ltp = light pillar, cl = cigar lighter, p/w = paired with.
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